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Murdoch Bear
Whether it’s play time or nap time, every kid needs  
a soft and fluffy friend to cuddle with.  Destined to 

become your child’s best companion for years to come.  
12” high, 3 colors. Stk#H14182

Your Choice

$17.99

Heritage Collection  
12” Plush Toys

Raggedy Ann  
or Raggedy Andy
Handmade by Aurora

12” to 25” tall

$17.99-$39.99

Schylling Sock 
Monkey

Classic, retro and 
cool. 20” tall.

Stk#SSM 

$16.99

Care Bears
A group of lovable, huggable BFFs!  

The most-beloved Care Bears have all-new styling, 
 with vibrant colors, and cool features. 9” plush.  

Stk#SC22040  $10.99

Stk#GANZ100
Your Choice
$19.99
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Rotating Music Box 
A soothing and gentle toy that will 

encourage young children to explore  
and experience music in a fun way.  

Age 0+ Months • Stk#HE0332

$19.99

Pound and Tap Bench 
Pounding sends the balls tinkling over the 
xylophone. Pull out the keyboard and the 

xylophone can be played solo. 
Age 12+ Months • Stk#HE0305

$29.99

Red Flame Guitar 
Get strumming on this 

vibrant red guitar! A cross 
between a classical guitar 

and a ukulele, it’s the 
perfect size for younger 

children wanting to learn an 
instrument.  Age 3+ Years

Stk#HE0602

$39.99

Flower Power Guitar 
Be a real flower child with this 

cool 1960s-themed guitar! 
A cross between a classical 
guitar and a ukulele, it’s the 

perfect size for younger 
children wanting to learn an 

instrument.  Age 3+ Years
Stk#HE0600

$39.99

Baby Drum 
Rolling and highly-engaging, lets a child 

experience the wonder of music and the 
joy of rhythm from a very early age.  

Age 6+ Months • Stk#HE0333

$24.99Penguin Musical Wobbler 
Children can experience sound and  

delight in the penguin’s soothing tinkling 
sounds and funny waddle.   

Age 6+ Months • Stk#HE0331

$14.99 

Mighty Echo Microphone 
Do you dream of being a famous singer? 

With this battery-free microphone, 
everyone can sing like a pop star!  

Age 12+ Months • Stk#HE0337

$9.99

Magic Touch Deluxe Piano
Crafted from wood, this piano toy 

features magic touch technology so no 
buttons or keys are needed.  

Age 12+ Months • Stk#H800895

$39.99

Toddler Beat Box Set 
Everything needed for an afternoon jam 

session! This music set is perfect for young 
musicians to explore and discover their talents.   

Age 12+ Months • Stk#HE8148

$39.99 
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Egg Carton
It’s breakfast time! How do you want your 

eggs? This egg carton contains six eggs: 
three hard-boiled eggs and three fried eggs. 

Shells come off for more realistic play.
Stk#HE3156

$9.99

3 Years 
and Up!

Chef Pack 
Look the part as you whip up wonderful 
meals with this play chef set. Includes 

hat, apron, oven mitt, potholder, and five 
measuring spoons. Stk#HE3162

$19.99

Silly Spaghetti 
Time to play with your food! Bend and 
twist the pasta into any shape you like 

then attach the 13 pieces of food for either 
a yummy meal or a crazy noodly face! 

Stk#HE3165

$19.99 

Fun Fan Fryer 
Learn to cook with this realistic stove with 
frying pan. An inbuilt fan makes the food 
turn in the pan like it’s bubbling, sizzling 

or frying. Includes six recipes on three felt 
discs, one metal spatula and a set of salt 

and pepper shakers. Stk#HE3164

$29.99

Cooking Essentials
It’s time for dinner! Help get things ready 

by trimming, peeling and chopping the 
vegetables and grating the cheese on your 

own cutting board. Stk#HE3154

$24.99

Cupcakes
Time for a sweet treat! 

Make your own play 
cupcake creations with 

this playset featuring four 
cupcakes and a range 

of spectacular toppings 
including a candle, fruits 
and a wafer. Stk#HE3157

$14.99

City Fire Station 
This tri-level wooden  

fire station is ready  
for any emergency, with 

furnished office, eating and 
sleeping quarters, a working 
garage door, and a fire pole 

that goes from  
top to bottom.

Stk#HE3023

$99.99

Fix-it Tool Box
Nuts, bolts, and all the tools little builders 
need to tinker, are conveniently packed in 

this ready-for-action case.
Stk#HE3001

$19.99

Doctor on Call
Keep your friends happy and healthy 
with this well-equipped doctor’s kit.  

Stk#HE3010

$24.99
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Encourages kids to learn interesting facts about their favorite subjects -  
like Insects and Spiders! Each of the thirty game cards combines trivia, true 

or false, and multiple-choice questions. A special three-numbered die is 
included which adds an element of unpredictability. Easy and hard levels 

keep kids interested and challenged - while of course having fun!  
Many more titles to choose from

Educational Card Games
Your Choice  

$10.99

Railway Bucket-Builder Set 
This great train set lets you build your own town! 

Unpack everything from the storage box then 
use the lid to create a cool little town for your 

passengers and cargo to move through! 
Age 3+ Years • Stk#HE3764

$59.99

Experiment Starter Kit
Deepen your understanding of physics 

and engineering with this amazing 
set. Easy-to-use pieces and tools, plus 
inspiration projects to give you a start. 

The only limit is your creativity!  
Age 4+ Years • Stk# HE3031

$29.99

Magnet  
Science Lab 

Explore the world of magnet 
science with this set of 

seven experiments.  
Perfect for young scientists 

and inventors!  
Age 4+ Years
Stk#HE3033

$29.99

Race to the Finish 
Get started building your own marble runs 
with this Quadrilla beginner’s set. Drop two 

marbles into the top and watch as they 
race down different paths to the bottom. 

STEM. Age 4+ Years • Stk#HE6021

$34.99

Monster Math Scale 
Place the little monster weights on 

the scales and join this funny monster 
family to learn about basic mathematics 

including weights, measurements and 
balance! Age 3+ Years • Stk#HE0511

$29.99
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Table & 4 Chairs 
5-piece set in pastel colors, sized just right for kids, with chairs strong 

enough to hold adults, too.  Sturdy wooden pieces; chairs have a weight 
rating of 100 pounds, meaning they had to pass testing to hold three 

times that amount. Easy assembly. Stk#MD30234

$229.99

Child’s Lift-Top Desk & Chair
Sturdy wooden lift-top desk with matching chair wipes 
clean to stay looking crisp and clean. Easy to assemble, 

the desk features a safety-hinged lid and reinforced legs 
to last through years of use. Sized for kids 3-8, and the 

chair holds up to 150 pounds. Stk#MD30230

$129.99

White Wooden Step Stool
Give kids a leg up with this sturdy 2-step stool! Great for 

helping kids interact with the world around them.  
Easy to assemble, max. load 100 lbs. Stk#MD30222

$49.99

Wooden Toy Chest
Sturdy wooden toy chest with lid.  4.5 cubic feet of storage.   

Safety-hinged lid.  Easy to assemble. Stk#MD30228

$149.99
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3 Years 
and Up!

Steel Classic Dump Truck
Built for hauling and ready for the 

toughest loading jobs. Move the bed up 
and down to trigger its unloading action. 
Constructed with steel and guaranteed 

for life. Stk#SC6028

$84.99

Steel Classic Bulldozer
Ready to demolish and clear away 

anything in its path. Workable blade 
to take control of any job site! 

Stk#SC6027

$35.99

The Big Dig & Roll
Enjoy all-season fun 
with this ride-on working 
crane with wheels! 
Make your backyard a 
construction zone for 
your little engineer or 
construction manager! 
This sandbox digger 
is perfect for sifting 
sand, moving dirt, 
and shoveling snow. 
Stk#BRE101

$69.99

Steel Classic Front Loader
Built to take on the toughest construction 

jobs! Front loader moves up and down. 
Sturdy steel construction, guaranteed for 

life! Stk#SC6026

$54.99

Metal Movers
Set includes one diecast vehicle and  

Tonka Dirt, a no-mess sand compound  
that mimics real construction site conditions. 

Stk#SC6045

Mighty Dump or Bulldozer  
Your Choice 

$10.99

Mud Rescue Movers
Each package includes 1 diecast vehicle, roadside accessories, 

Mud Rescue medallion, and Tonka Tough Mud compound! 
Packaging can be reused as storage container. Assorted Styles. 

Stk#SC6050

$10.99

Micro Metals
All of your favorite Tonka vehicles are now 
available in miniature. Perfect for play at 

home and on the go. Includes Toolbox capsule 
for easy storage. Stk#SC6040

$3.49
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Freedom Series Single Horses

Your Choice $19.99

Fairfax, Morgan
2020 Horse of the Year

One of the most versatile horse 
breeds! Morgans are found in just 
about every discipline, including 
driving, dressage, and Western 

riding. Ages 4+, 1:12 Scale.  
Stk# 62120

$22.99

Favory Airiella Gift Set
In this set, Favory Airiella is 

depicted as a foal. Like most 
Lipizzaners, he turned grey as 
he matured! Ages 8+, 1:9 Scale. 

Stk#1827

$59.99

Dominante XXIX
“Dom” is the only Pura Raza 

Española (“PRE”) stallion 
to have twice been named 
the Champion Stallion at 

National Celebration shows.  
Ages 8+ Stk#1809

$44.99

Stingray 
World Champion Barrel Horse

Helped champion barrel racer 
Sherry Cervi become the first 

cowgirl to bring home over 
$2 million. Ages 8+, 1:9 Scale. 

Stk#1821

$49.99

Enzo 
Mangalarga Marchador

The national horse of Brazil, 
prized for their exceptional 

cow sense and comfortable 
gaits. They do everything from 
ranch work to pleasure riding 

and showing. Ages 8+ Stk#1819

$44.99

American Quarter Horse
The Ideal Series 

This is the first in a new series! 
Perfect for breed enthusiasts 
& equine art lovers. Ages 8+,  

1:9 Scale. Stk#1824

$45.99

Buckeye
When you think of a mule, does 

an image of a stubborn pack 
animal come to mind?  Well, 
Buckeye is here to show the 
world otherwise by making a 

name for himself in the dressage 
arena. Ages 8+, 1:9 scale. Stk#1816

$45.99

Avatar’s Jazzman
Dressage & Eventing Morgan 

USDF All-Breeds award  
winner. Comes with his own 
blanket. Ages 8+, 1:9 Scale.  

Stk#1826

$47.99

Black Beauty Horse  
& Book Set
Follows Black Beauty  
from his birthplace on a  
quiet farm, to life as a  
working horse in 19th 
century England. Teaches the 
importance of kindness.  
A great read for the entire 
family. A wonderful gift! 

Stk# 6178 $24.99

National Velvet 
Horse & Book Set
A story about pursuing 
dreams and taking 
chances, following the 
adventures of 14-year-old 
Velvet Brown. Includes   
paperback book and  
1:12 scale model of  
“The Pie.” Stk#6180 

$25.99
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Riding Camp
Who doesn't love riding camp? 

Now you can have your very own! 
Includes barn, Stablemates Cob 

horse, 2 cavalettis, easel and 3 
easel cards. Stk#59212

$29.99

West Wind Stable
Real hardwood stable has three stalls and 
windows and doors that open and close. 
Fits three Freedom Series scale (1/12th) 

horses. Assembly required. 1:12 Scale.  
Note: Doll, models, and accessories in 

picture not included.  Age 4+ Stk#B701

$49.99

 Stablemates Red Stable Set
Made of durable plastic, this three-stall 
barn features a storage area and comes 
with four corral fences, a jump, water 
trough and three racing barrels.  
A Stablemates Liver Chestnut pinto  
horse and Apricot Dun Quarter horse 

are also included. 
Assembly required.
Stk#B59197

$29.99

Horse Crazy Truck & Trailer
Three Stablemates horses can ride in style in 

the goose-neck trailer, with plenty of room for 
their food and gear! Hinged roof panel allows 
easy access to the inside. Matching pick-up 

truck with doors that open and close, a  
drop-down tailgate, and rolling wheels.  
(Horses not included.) Age 4+ Stk#5369

$31.99

 Deluxe Animal Hospital
When animals are in need of care, the Stablemates Deluxe 
Animal Hospital is the place to go! Includes 6 animals: a 
Stablemates Quarter Horse mare and foal, Sicilian donkey, 
Pygmy goat, Border Collie, and cat, plus a horse blanket, 
operating table, and bandage box. Ages 4+ • 1:32 Scale 

Stk#59214  $39.99

Barrel Racing
This palomino Paint Horse is ready to race the clock! Includes: horse, 

western saddle and bridle, saddle pad, 3 barrels and 6 sections of 
fencing.  1:12 Scale.  Ages 4+ Stk#B62201

$29.99

Western Play Set
Appaloosa horse with Western bridle and saddle, cowgirl and bay stock horse with 
blue blanket, water trough, bucket, hay bale, 3 race barrels, blue ribbon, feed sack, 

wheelbarrow, and Western style pipe corral fencing. Age 4+. Stk#6026 

$19.99
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KID-FRIENDLY  
CARD GAMES

Your Choice

$8.99

Candy Land
The whole family will love playing 

this game! Classic edition features 
the same charming graphics and 

components from the game’s early 
days. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 4+ 

Stk#JHC224

$14.99

Chutes And Ladders
Chutes and Ladders has been a favorite 

game for generations! This classic edition 
from Winning Moves Games features the 
quirky artwork from the 1970’s – sure to 

bring back nostalgic memories! For 2 to 4 
players. Ages 4+ Stk#JHC225

$17.99

UNO Card Game
Fast fun for everyone! Now 

with customizable Wild Cards 
for added excitement! Players 
take turns racing to get rid of 

all their cards. Stk#42003

$9.99

SKIP-Bo  
Card Game
The ultimate 
sequencing card game 
from the makers of 
UNO! Players use skill 
and strategy to create 
stacks of sequentially 
numbered, ascending 
cards until they have 
no more left to play. 
Stk#42050

$14.99

Hi-Ho!  Cherry-O
Encourage early learning skills with this classic 
counting game - a favorite for over 50 years! 

Children develop and practice math skills   
by picking fruit from their trees to fill their 

buckets. Hi-Ho and away we go!  
For 2 to 4 players.  Ages 3+ Stk#WM1192 

$19.99
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Your Choice  

$12.95
Your Choice  

$11.95

All Brain Quest content aligns with national and state standards  
and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a panel of  

award-winning educators.

Brain Quest Deck
A fast-paced  question  
and answer game that 

challenges kids on the stuff 
they need to know, when 

they need to know it. 

Brain Quest Workbooks
Jam-packed with curriculum 
based activities, exercises, 
games and challenges, all in  
full color – plus a pull-out poster 
and stickers in each book!

Number Crunch
A fun way to sharpen your 

math skills…fast! Go head to 
head to see who can solve  

a problem first.  
Stk#CG0326

$13.99

Simple Words  
Puzzle Pairs

When an adult reads a word, 
a child selects a picture of 

that word to make a complete 
puzzle. 48 sturdy puzzle pieces 
with inviting illustrations of the 

simple words.  Ages 3+

$18.99

Perfect Timing
Get the clock to the right place 
in time! Players work together 

to move the hands of the clock.  
For 2-6 players. Ages 5+ 

Stk#CG1303

$13.99

Counting Puzzles
Teaches the numbers 1 to 10 

and how to spell each number.  
Only the correct pieces will fit 

together, so the puzzles are 
self-correcting. Ages 3+

$18.99

Rhyming Words  
Puzzle Pairs

Match the words that sound 
the same. Promotes that 

knowledge with familiar words 
and appealing pictures.  

Ages 3+

$18.99

I Never Forget a Face 
Memory Matching Game

The smiling faces of 24 children 
from around the world are fun 

and challenging to match. 
 Ages 3+ Stk# MGFAC3

$17.99 

Spelling Puzzles
Teaches the three-letter name 

of an animal friend. Only the 
correct pieces will fit together, 
with illustrations and color to 
guide the way, so the puzzles 
are self-correcting. Ages 3+

$18.99

Exact Change
Teach children to count money 

with a fun game the entire 
family can enjoy!  For 2-6 

Players. Ages 5+  
Stk#CG1102

$13.99
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Little Golden Books
Classic tales shared by 
generations. Dozens of 

titles to chose from!

Your Choice  

$4.99

Finger Puppet Books
Adorable board books 

featuring a fun finger puppet 
toy built into the story, 

encouraging interactive play, 
hand-eye coordination and 
language development in 

your little one.  Ages 0+

Your Choice 

$6.99

Collections of  
Stories Books

Short, easy-to-read stories ideal 
for capturing the attention of 

preschoolers. Playful illustrations 
fill every page! Includes 10 classic 

stories, fairy tales, and rhymes 
designed to delight your little one.

Your Choice 

$12.99

Lift-a-Flap Books
Unique channel cut design  
is extra durable. Ages 6m+

Your Choice 

$7.99

Flip-a-Flap books 
Let your toddler explore 
by holding the book, turn 
the page and point out the 
action. Ages 2yr+

Your Choice

$8.99

10 Button Books
As you read the story, 

picture icons cue 
little ones to find the 
buttons and play the 

sound effects

Your Choice 

$12.99

My First Books
Snuggle up and read these 
charming stories together. 

Includes 12 favorite 
bedtime stories with 

sweet illustrations to keep 
children interested.

Your Choice 

$9.99
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Dover Children’s  
Coloring Books

Your Choice 

$3.99

Jumbo  
Coloring Pad

50 Pictures. Great for 
crayons,  pencils, paints  

or markers!!
Your Choice

$4.99

On the Go Crafts
On-the-Go format makes it 

perfect for families on the move! 
Stk#9422, 9420, 9439

$6.99

Wooden Favorite Things 
Stamp Set

26 stamps, 5 colored pencils, a 4-color 
stamp pad with washable ink, and a 
sturdy wooden box for storage. Ages 

4+ years. Stk#9362

$14.99

Take your 
Scratch Art to 

go! Pocket-sized 
spiral-bound 
drawing book  

has rainbow and 

Scratch 
Art® Doodle 

Pad Book

silver holographic backgrounds, wooden 
mini stylus and stylus pocket in the cover.  

Ages 4+ years. Stk#5947

$5.99

Dry-Erase  
Activity Pad 

Write on, then wipe 
off games, mazes, 
connect-the-dots 

pictures, and much 
more with this  

20-page reusable 
activity pad! Ages 4+ 

Stk#2436

$4.99

Sweet Shop Chalk Play Set 
33-piece set of jumbo chalk sticks shaped 

like cupcakes, candles, cake, cookies, donut 
& frosting plus activity menu with drawing 

and game ideas.  Ages 3+  Stk#30623

$26.99

Created by Me! 
Cut, Sculpt & 
Roll Modeling 

Dough Kit 
Cut different shapes 

with zigzag and 
straight scissors, 
sculpt circles and 

triangles with 
pattern wheels, and mold figures by turning 

over the covered tubs and pressing. 8 tools & 
4 colors of dough Ages 3+. Stk#5167

$14.99

Created by 
Me! Shape, 

Model & Mold 
Modeling 
Dough Kit 

4 vibrant colors of 
modeling dough 

in tubs with 
molding lids, easy-

grip tools: 3 patterned rolling pins and a 
patterned wheel press, 5 wooden stamping 

cubes. Ages 3+ years. Stk#165

$19.99

Small Color Pencils
12 Rainbow Colors

Your Choice

$5.79
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Ravensburger  
Children’s Puzzles
 Bestselling puzzle brand 

worldwide!
Anti-Glare surface. plus every 

individual piece has a completely 
unique shape. Perfect for your 

child! Puzzles for toddlers and kids 
of every age help support a child’s 
development as they play, building 

skills such as concentration and 
creativity. Makes a great gift!

Your Choice
$13.99

 Little Activity Books 
Priced low, these pocket-sized 

activity books for toddlers, 
elementary school children, 
teens, and even adults are 
packed with hours of fun 

activities. Temporary tattoo 
books feature baby animals, 
butterflies, dinosaurs, Celtic 

designs, holiday images, bugs, 
hearts, and more. Dozens of 

titles to choose from!

$1.50-$2.50

Eyelike Stickers
The freshest stickers nature has to 
offer! Features over 400 reusable 

stickers from the natural world. Your 
kids will use them to mix, match, 

trade, collect, and create their own 
stunning artwork! Perfect for journals, 
scrapbooks, craft projects, homework 

assignments and so much more. 

Your Choice
$6.95
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All-Terrain Steel & Wood Wagon
The Original Little Red Wagon body with  

wooden stake sides, all-steel seamless body with  
no-scratch edges, real air tires can handle any terrain, 

extra-long handle folds under, controlled turning radius 
prevents tipping. For 1½+ Years. Model 32/865672

$209.99

15

Classic Red  
Dual Deck Tricycle™

Retro styling, sturdy steel construction, 
steel spoked wheels with real rubber 

tires, working bell, double deck rear step. 
For 2 ½ to 5 Years. Model 33/832642

$89.99
Town & Country® Wagon 

Stake Wagon with removable 
sides, red with natural hardwood 

bottom, steel wheels with real 
rubber tires, extra-long fold under 

handle. For 1 ½+ Years.  
Model 24/360040

$179.99

Classic Red Wagon
Full sized Radio Flyer, all steel seamless 

body, no scratch edges, steel wheels 
with rubber tires, extra-long  

fold-under handle, controlled turning 
radius prevents tipping. For 1 ½+ Years.  

Model 18/360255
$139.99

Kid’s Wheelbarrow 
Real scaled down for kids, steel body & undercarriage, 
seamless steel tray with no scratch edges, wooden 
handles, durable molded wheels.  
For 3 ½+ Years. Model 40/634873
$54.99
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The Co-Op Farm & Garden
216 E. Washington  
Sequim, WA 98382

The Olympic Peninsula’s  
Country Lifestyle Store

Visit www.theco-opfarmandgarden.com 
for location details, maps & hours!

Disclaimer: Prices advertised were current at press closing date. However, due to the fluctuating market conditions, we must reserve the right to 
change prices without notice. All items are limited to stock on hand.  Selection may vary from what is shown.  Sorry, no rain checks.  We reserve the 
right to correct printing errors. Valid through Dec. 31, 2020.  While supplies last.

800-300-3885 • 360-683-4111

Ready-to-Play Train Sets
All include an easy-to-use remote control that allows the train to go forward and reverse, 

sounds the whistle, and rings the bell, plus 24 curved and 8 straight track pieces

Your choice $99.95
Choo-choo!  All aboard!!

Pennsylvania Flyer 
One of the most famous names in 

railroading is featured in this realistic 
set. Comes with steam locomotive 
and tender, a gondola with a crate 
load,and a center cupola caboose.

Stk#L711808

North Pole 
Central 

Stk#L711729
The festive red and 
green color scheme 

and makes great 
Christmas decor. 
Features  working 

headlight and a 
removable crate 

load on the gondola. 

The Polar Express™
Showcase the magic of Christmas with 
this iconic set! Includes battery powered 
steam locomotive & tender, passenger 
coach and observation car. Stk#L711803




